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Abstract—Face recognition is a challenging problem for
surveillance view images commonly encountered in a forensic face
recognition case. One approach to deal with a non-frontal test
image is to synthesize the corresponding frontal view image and
compare it with frontal view reference images. However, it is often
difficult to synthesize a good quality frontal view image from a
surveillance video because the test image is usually of low quality.
In this paper, we investigate if it is useful to instead transform
the reference images so that it matches the pose, illumination and
camera of the surveillance view test image. This approach, also
called the view based approach, ensures that a face recognition
system always gets to compare images having a similar, not
necessarily the frontal, view. Our results with surveillance view
images captured 6 months apart (taken from the MultiPIE data
set) and using five different face recognition systems show that
improved recognition performance under surveillance conditions
can be attained by exactly matching the pose, illumination and
camera between the test and reference images.

I. INTRODUCTION

Forensic investigators now have access to video recordings
of many crime scenes – thanks to the omnipresent CCTV
cameras. Such video recordings are often of very low quality
and therefore rarely contribute to a strong evidence in the
court of law, because forensic investigators find it difficult to
compare and interpret the low quality facial images contained
in these recordings. Automatic face recognition systems also
have poor performance because they are fine tuned for optimal
recognition performance when comparing good quality frontal
view images.

One solution to deal with low quality face images is
to reconstruct 3D face model from the CCTV images and
synthesize the corresponding frontal view image. This strategy
ensures that a face recognition system always gets to compare
frontal view images, thereby ensuring optimal recognition
performance. This approach is known as the model based
approach. If the 3D model reconstruction is accurate and the
synthesized frontal view image is of good quality, such a
model based approach is known to deliver good recognition
accuracy [1], [2], [3], [4]. In most forensic cases, the images
extracted from the CCTV footage have surveillance view
(range of azimuth ±45◦, elevation ∼ 30◦) as shown in Fig.1.
Therefore it is very difficult to synthesize the corresponding
good quality frontal view images that can be compared to the
reference image that is usually a frontal mug shot.

In the forensic context, little attention has been paid to the
view based approach first examined by [6]. This approach

Fig. 1: Sample of surveillance view images commonly encoun-
tered in forensic cases (taken from MultiPIE [5])

involves adapting the test and reference images so that a
face recognition system always gets to compare images under
similar view – not necessarily the frontal view. The basis for
the view based approach is that, given appropriate training
and suitable classifiers, comparing non-frontal view facial
images is no more difficult than comparing frontal view images
and some face recognition algorithms (for example LBP [7])
perform equally well in both tasks. This approach has not
been studied well because it is often not practical to capture
reference images from all possible pose and illumination
variations.

In this paper, we study the use of the view based approach
for forensic cases where there is a possibility of capturing
suspect reference images from desired pose and illumination
using a desired camera. Our results on the MutltiPIE data
set [5] shows that exactly matching pose, illumination and
camera between test and reference images delivers improved
recognition performance across five different types of face
recognition systems.

II. RELATED WORK

A forensic evaluation case involving face recognition often
involves surveillance view images. There are generally two
approaches available to deal with non-frontal view (or, pose)
facial images in a face comparison process using a pre-trained
view based face recognition system: a) Model based approach
b) View based approach .

The model based approach [1], [2], [3], [4] exploits the
fact that most face recognition systems are fine tuned for
optimal recognition performance when comparing frontal view
images. This approach begins with reconstruction of a 3D face
model from non-frontal view test image followed by synthesis
of a frontal view test image (also called virtual test image)
for comparison with the frontal view reference images. This



approach is applied to all the non-frontal view images present
in either the test or the reference set so that a view based face
recognition system only compares frontal view face images –
thereby ensuring optimal recognition performance.

To the best of our knowledge, results based on the model
based approach has only been reported for non-surveillance
view images. In [2], the authors synthesized frontal view im-
ages corresponding to the non-frontal view images using a 3D
Morphable Model (3DMM) and reported large improvement
in recognition performance due to this view transformation.
The results were based on good quality images captured at
the eye level (i.e. non-surveillance view). More recently, [4]
proposed a 3D pose normalization method based on a view
based Active Appearance Model (AAM) in order to synthesize
a frontal image from a non-frontal view and reported improved
recognition performance on five different image data sets.
Although performance improvement was reported for ±45
pose variation, surveillance-view images were not included
in the study. In [3], the authors used Structure from Motion
(SFM) to infer 3D face shape information by tracking a large
number of feature points in a video sequence. Again, the
reported improvement in recognition performance were based
on a non-surveillance view video sequence.

The authors of [6] used the view-based approach to address
the problem of recognition under general viewing orientation.
They partitioned the face space into view-specific regions and
compared a given non-frontal test image using eigenfaces of a
particular region of the face space (corresponding to the view
in the test image). The basic idea was to compare face images
under similar view.

In this paper, we investigate whether it is useful to apply
a similar view-based approach in forensic cases where the
test image is usually of very low quality. In section III, we
describe the experimental setup that we used to study the
performance of the model and view based approach for the
surveillance view test set taken from the MultiPIE data set
[5]. In section IV, we discuss the performance of five pre-
trained face recognition systems for this setup. Finally, based
on these results, we present our recommendations for the
forensic community.

III. RECOGNITION EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

With the experiment described in this section, we want to
test the performance of the model and view based approaches
in a scenario commonly encountered in forensic cases. For
both approaches, we evaluate the performance of the following
five face recognition systems: two commercial face recognition
systems denoted by A and B, Local Region PCA (LR-PCA)
and LDA - I/Red (LDA-IR) [8], and Local Binary Pattern
(LBP) [7] where, PCA and LDA are holistic methods while
LBP is a local method. We use the value of True Positive Rate
(TPR) at False Positive Rate (FPR) of 0.001 as the metric for
recognition performance comparison.

Our test set (or probe) consists of surveillance view images
of 249 subjects in session 01 with illumination that is frontal

with respect to the face: (01,19_1,18)1 as shown in Fig.1.
The reference set consists of frontal images of 239 subjects
in session 04 with frontal illumination: (04,05_1,07).
The camera and flash positions of the MultiPIE capture
environment are shown in Fig.2. Note that session 01 (test
set) and session 04 (ref. set) were captured six months apart2

and therefore this experiment simulates the session variation
present in real forensic cases.
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Fig. 2: Position of camera (red circles, e.g. 19 1) and flash
(black squares, e.g. 18) in the MultiPIE collection room [5].

The model and view based approaches differ in the way
they transform the reference images. In the following sections,
we discuss the details of this process by which the reference
set is transformed in these two approaches:

Model Based Approach : There are several methods to
implement the model based approach [2], [3], [4]. In this paper,
we use the 3D Morphable Model (3DMM) based method of
[1], [2] to synthesize frontal view image corresponding to a
given surveillance view image shown in Fig.1. We manually
annotate 10 landmarks in the test image and then fit the Basel
Face Model [9]. We then synthesize a frontal view image using
the estimated pose, shape, texture and illumination. To study
the effect of texture on recognition performance, we synthesize
two images as shown in Fig.3. The first image contains texture
from the morphable model and since [9] is based on 200 faces,
it is unable to reproduce local characteristics such as moles
or scars. The second image contains partial texture from the
original image supplemented with morphable model texture in
the occluded regions. Therefore, we observe some artifacts in
the synthesized image which has also been reported in [9].
One possible reason for this artifact is the mapping of non-
face (e.g. background) pixels to the model because the shape
fitting process was not 100% accurate.

The result of face comparison between synthesized frontal
view image and frontal view reference photograph using the
five face recognition systems is shown in Fig.4a (with only
morphable model texture) and Fig.4b (with partial original
texture supplemented by morphable model texture). The
corresponding true positive rate values (at FPR = 0.001) are
shown in Table 4e.

1We use the notation (session-id,cam-id,flash-id) to denote a
subset of MultiPIE data set with neutral expression

2based on communication with an author of [5]
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Fig. 3: Synthesized frontal view image with two different types
of texture

View Based Approach : Recall that in a view based approach,
the reference image is chosen such that its pose closely
matches the pose in the test set (i.e the surveillance view).
In this paper, we investigate two scenarios relevant to real
forensic cases. The first is a more ideal case where we have
access to the original CCTV camera (that captured the test
image) and it is possible to capture the suspect’s photograph
from exactly the same pose and illumination condition present
in the test image. Second, is a more constrained case where
we neither have access to the original CCTV camera nor are
able to photograph suspects under exactly the same pose and
illumination condition present in the test image. The second
case is often encountered in real forensic cases.

The first case can be simulated with a reference set con-
sisting of surveillance view images taken from session 04:
(04,19_1,18). This reference set not only exactly matches
the pose and illumination in the test set but also matches the
camera as shown in Fig.4c (top). Recognition performance
for such a test and reference set is shown in Fig.4c and the
corresponding true positive rate values (at FPR = 0.001) are
shown in Table 4e.

To simulate the second case, we create a reference set
consisting of near-surveillance view images taken from session
04 with illumination that is frontal with respect to the face:
(04,19_0,10). The 19 1 and 19 0 camera positions in the
MultiPIE data set differ by an elevation and azimuth angle of
25.9◦ and 0.3◦ respectively as shown in Fig.2. In reality, we
can more closely match the pose between test and reference
images. Recognition performance for such a test and reference
set is shown in Fig.4d (bottom) and the corresponding true
positive rate values (at FPR = 0.001) are shown in Table 4e.

IV. DISCUSSION

For the model based approach, performance across all five
systems degrades dramatically when the synthesized frontal
view image contains texture from the morphable model as
shown in Fig.4a. With partial texture from the original test
image mapped to the synthesized frontal view image, the
performance improves for commercial systems A (0.36) and
B (0.13) as shown in Fig.4b which shows that, to some
extent, these systems are robust to the artifacts present near the
boundary of the actual and synthesized texture. On the other

hand, LR-PCA, LDA-IR (the holistic methods) and LBP (the
local method) show virtually no improvement (at FPR = 0.001)
in performance because they are only trained for comparing
near frontal views and are also unable to handle the artifacts.
These results also show that texture in the synthesized frontal
view image is critical to face recognition performance in the
model based approach. It is important to realize that our true
positive rate values for the model based approach (for instance:
TPR = 0.36 at FPR of 0.1%) are significantly lower than that
reported in [1], [2] because our test set contains surveillance
view images while [1], [2] used non-frontal images captured
at the eye-level.

View based approach delivers improved performance across
all the five face recognition systems when pose, illumination
and camera match exactly between the test and reference
images as shown in Fig.4c. For the test and reference set
captured by different camera and having large mismatch in
pose and illumination, only the commercial system A (and to
some extent LBP) shows slight improvement in performance
at FPR = 0.001. This reflects the capability of system A
(and to some extent of LBP) to handle pose mismatch when
comparing non-frontal view images.

In forensic cases, if we can synthesize good quality frontal
view image with original texture, then a face recognition
system robust to image synthesis artifacts (as shown in Fig.3 -
right) can provide good recognition performance. However, in
most real forensic cases, the test image is of very low quality
and it is difficult (and often not possible) to synthesize good
quality frontal view image with the original texture.

Under such a constraint, our study shows that a forensic
investigator has the following two options. First, is to acquire
the camera that captured the original test image (i.e. the trace)
and photograph the suspects from exactly the same pose and
illumination. Our results show that this approach results in
improved performance across all five face recognition systems
included in this study. Second, is to approximately match the
pose and illumination in the test and reference images captured
by different camera. Our results shows that performance of
some face recognition systems (for instance system A and
LBP) show a sign of improvement even if the test and
reference images are captured by different camera have large
mismatch in pose and illumination.

V. CONCLUSION

For a forensic evaluation case involving face recognition,
our results show that the proposed view based approach
delivers improved recognition performance if: a) it is possible
to exactly match pose, illumination and camera between the
test and reference set images, and b) you have access to a
face recognition system that can compare non-frontal view
images. It is still possible to attain good performance by
approximately matching pose and illumination in the test and
reference images captured by different camera. Our results also
show that the model based approach should only be applied if:
a) it is possible to synthesize good quality frontal view image
with the original texture, and b) you have access to a face



recognition system that can handle artifacts caused by image
synthesis techniques .

Future research could investigate how the proposed view
based approach performs with non-frontal reference images
synthesized by applying image synthesis techniques used in
the model based approach. In real forensic cases, quite often,
it is not possible to photograph the suspects and the forensic
investigator has access only to frontal view (mug shot) images
of the suspects. Under such a constraint, we expect the
synthesized non-frontal view images to be of good quality
because of the relatively better quality of frontal test images
(mug shot) in the reference set. The case when we exactly
match pose, illumination and camera depicts the performance
achievable using photo-realistic synthesis of non-frontal view
reference image.
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Fig. Test Set (or, Trace) Suspect Reference Set True Positive Rate (at FPR = 0.001)
A B LR-PCA LDA-IR LBP

(a) *synth. frontal view (MM texture) frontal view 0 0 0 0 0
(b) **synth. frontal view (original tex.) frontal view 0.36 0.13 0.01 0.01 0
(c) surveillance view surveillance view 0.86 0.91 0.23 0.20 0.75
(d) surveillance view near-surveillance view 0.2 0 0 0 0.05

(e) True Positive Rate corresponding to False Positive Rate of 0.001 for the model and view based approaches

Fig. 4: Face recognition performance using the model and view based approaches applied to a surveillance view test set. Note:
A and B are commercial face recognition systems and the False Accept Rate axis is in log scale.


